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So you bought a DAM. What Next?

Introduction: How do you get the most out of your
martech investment?
Discover how to enhance your existing suite for global sales success
When it comes to optimizing performance, marketing departments are
increasingly turning to technology. According to Gartner, in 2019, the average
budget allocation for martech among US and UK organizations increased to 29%
of departmental spend: up from 22% the year previously.

UP
29%

You've invested heavily in a powerful marketing suite. So what can you do to
make the most of it?
Even for companies that are getting marketing technology right, one particular
pain point is the ability to adapt core brand content into hyper-relevant localized
campaigns. This guide is designed to help you carry out a practical appraisal of
your current of proposed martech stack: and, more specifically, the technology
you are using to aid the production of content to feed multiple marketing
campaigns.
We take a closer look at three key categories of marketing technology: Digital
Asset Management, ProductInformationManagement, and TemplatedContent.
We explain the specific problems these technologies are designed to solve - and
at how you can fill the gaps that may still be left.
From all of this, you should be in a stronger position to realize the full benefits of
your DAM and PIM - and to maximize ROI on your martech stack as a whole.
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“

ONLY 9% OF
COMPANIES HAVE A
COMPLETE, FULLYUTILIZED MARTECH
STACK, ACCORDING
TO A 2015 REPORT
PUBLISHED BY THE
RESEARCH FIRM,
ASCEND2.

”

You’ve already invested heavily in a powerful
marketing suite. In all likelihood, you now have
the ability to segment your audience. You’ve also
put together a strategy for targeting various
audience segments with hyper-relevant
campaign offerings. You may also have invested
in the means to store and manage a growing
library of marketing assets. But what else is
missing?

Despite your tech investment, are you still
missing something? Are there still some barriers
to realization that still need to be removed? For
that strategy to work - and for your martech
investment to pay off - it is important not to
overlook what is happening downstream,
especially at the content production side.

Your content production
martech stack: helping you fill
the gaps

For global companies, one particular pain point is
the ability to adapt core brand content into
hyper-relevant localized campaigns. The purpose
of this guide is to show you how to fill this
particular gap.

This guide is designed to help you carry out a
practical appraisal of your current or proposed
martech stack: and, more specifically, the
technology you are using to aid the production
of content to feed multiple marketing
campaigns.

What happens next?
The promise of big-ticket martech tends to
focus on its potential to transform your strategy.
For example, data analytics can help show you
what type of content is most likely to hit home
with your audience. But what it won’t do is to
produce that content for you.

We take a closer look at the key content-related
technologies: Digital Asset Management and
Product Information Management. We explain
the specific problems these technologies are
designed to solve - and at how you can fill the
gaps that may still be left.

Likewise, a digital asset management (DAM)
platform may be highly effective as a central
repository for your key marketing materials. But
it will not, in itself, solve the problem of end users
who are responsible for content creation
struggling to choose which assets to work on
from a growing library of material.

From all of this, you should be in a stronger
position to realize the full benefits of your DAM
and PIM - and to maximize ROI on your
martech stack as a whole.
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Part 1: Digital Asset Management

Why do you need this technology?

If yours is one of the approximately 75% of businesses that has a multichannel marketing strategy in
place, you will know that it involves a lot of content production. Social media channels, online
marketplaces, your website, banner ads, affiliate ads and more: each has its own rules and best practice
guidelines to follow. And especially when it comes to social, those channels need to be regularly ‘fed’
with content in order for your campaigns to hit home.
As well as tailoring content for a wide range of channels, savvy
marketers also appreciate the need to tailor their message
to meet the needs of specific audiences. As we’ve
seen, the adoption of martech tends to encourage
you to segment your broad customer base into
sub-groups. The net effect of this is that you find
yourself with the need to run multiple
sub-campaigns within your overarching strategy.
In addition to boosting the overall volume of content that
needs to be produced, this also tends to increase the number of
people involved in the content creation process.

MORE
CONTENT =
MORE
PEOPLE

=

MORE STORAGE
=
MORE SEARCH
FILTERS

Greater content volume leaves you with a vast range of digital assets to manage. These assets are in
many ways the building blocks of your campaigns; they are the core elements of content that usually
provide the starting point for a project - whether it’s a one-off banner ad or an entire social media
campaign. Examples of these assets include the following:
• Logos, and other core brand imagery
• Design files: including templates for items such as advertisements, promotional emails and landing
pages.
• Photography: this may include specific product images in addition to a wider library of reusable
‘stock’ photos.
• Video, animation and audio files: examples may include trailers and intros to be incorporated into each
video on your YouTube channel.
• Brand guidelines: this is essentially the ‘rulebook’ covering areas such as formatting and tone of voice
that each person involved in the content creation and sign-off process needs to follow.
Your DAM is a central repository that allows you to store and manage these assets - and also allows your
team members and authorized third parties to find and retrieve them.
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What business problems does DAM help to solve?
Key business savings: costs, resources and time
If a team member has to spend several hours looking for the right photographs to create your next
Instagram story, this is almost certainly not the best use of their time. With DAM, you have a
centralized portal from which they can access everything they need. The search process should be
an intuitive experience, enabling users to get hold of exactly the item(s) they need through the use
of keywords, categories, collections and other filters. Faster access generally means quicker
production. In turn, this should help reduce the time-to-publication for marketing materials.

Increased control over access
A fit-for-purpose DAM should allow you to exercise fine-grained control over access to assets. For
instance, a designer may decide that a particular illustration would look ‘better’ if they made certain
changes to it; read only access can help prevent these unauthorized alterations. For those individuals
who do have editorial control over the assets, you should be able to have a record of who has
changed something - and what exactly they have altered.

Improved security
Intellectual Property - including copyright over artwork and design rights - can count among your
organization’s most valuable assets. A DAM helps you to keep these assets safe; for instance,
through encryption protocols and watermarking for visual items.
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“

BE ALIVE TO THE RISK
OF INCONSISTENCY
IN PRESENTATION

Greater consistency

”

The more content you produce - and the more people you have involved in the creative and production
process - the greater the risk of brand dilution. You need to be especially alive to the risk of
inconsistency in presentation; whereby those involved in the process have their own ‘take’ on your
brand rules. This means that the characteristics of an end product may vary significantly depending on
who it was that created it.
Linked to this is the problem of brand erosion. This is where, bit by bit, key characteristics of assets are
changed - the rules you set out at the start are altered over time. And as a result, the look, feel and
central message you worked hard to get across is gradually diluted.
Having a central repository in the form of a DAM can go some way in reducing problems with
consistency and ensuring harmonious brand presentation. However, it’s important to note that DAM by
itself is not the complete answer. As a content producer, you can be sure that all of the right assets to
use are somewhere within the DAM. But can you be absolutely sure you are using the right one? Also,
you may have permission to tweak an asset for the purposes of a particular campaign, but how do you
know you are altering it in the right way?
As we’ll see, solving these specific business problems becomes a lot easier when you augment your
DAM system with some additional controls, guidance and templating capabilities.
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Part 2: Product Information Management
Why do you need this technology?

Product Information Management software is designed to improve your processes for the collection,
storage, adaptation, presentation and distribution of key product data.
In areas as diverse as fast fashion through to B2B tech, this product information is vital raw material for
the creation of sales and marketing content. Your teams need the ability to transform it into a usable and
consistent format. A PIM centralizes this information so that it is not duplicated in different locations and
in erroneously varied versions.
If your product catalog is constantly growing, you can soon find yourself having to manage a vast library
of product spec sheets and covering important matters such as sizing, color, technical functionality,
compatibility and care instructions. This is a lot of information to manage - and a PIM provides a
centralized hub for doing just that.
As well as helping you get a handle on the logistics of running a large product range, a PIM can also
actively help strengthen customer relationships and drive sales. 87% of customers say that companies
need to perform better at providing a seamless, less confusing experience. Take a typical customer
‘journey’ for instance: they may see your banner ad, check out your YouTube video, like your Facebook
page and then head on over to read your website product listing. If key characteristics of the product are
inconsistently presented across those channels, it’s a recipe for confusion and lack of trust. A PIM helps to
reduce the likelihood of these inconsistencies arising.

What business problems does PIM help to solve?
Improved data management
As your business scales up its inventory, a PIM system can help you stay on top of it. The products
themselves may originate from multiple producers; for instance, the product spec sheets you receive from
your partner factory in China may look very different to the information you receive from your supplier in
Turkey. The PIM provides a central hub in which you
can sort this information in a consistent way.

Efficiency savings
In a single hub, it becomes easier to clean, streamline
and fill in the missing information gaps for your
products. Crucially, because you are managing it all in
one place, you generally only have to do it once for
each product - thereby reducing time wastage on
duplicate manual entry. For those people involved in
the creation of product listings and promotional
content, it means less time spend on querying the
absence of missing information or trying to make sense
of multiple types of spec sheet - and more time
available for actual content production.
7
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Part 3: Filling the gaps
to get the most from
your content martech
Take a connected approach
Your PIM and DAM systems perform similar roles:
each system holds categories of key information
that are crucial for the production of accurate, onmessage, sales and marketing material. Taken
together, these two systems should allow you to
do three things:
Consolidate your product-specific information along
with your brand guidelines and any relevant
channel-specific rules and best practice guidelines.
In other words: no more standalone spreadsheets
and folders of material scattered across your hard
drives.
Organize this information in such a way that
avoids versioning conflicts - and that makes
sense to the people you need to access it.
Create sales and marketing assets that are tailored
to the needs of each channel, each campaign and
sub-campaign.
But let’s take the example of a retail brand that has
both a DAM and PIM system in place. If these
remain standalone systems, then users still have the
problem of having to consult two separate systems
to access two categories of information (i.e.
branding information and product-specific
information).
What this brand needs is the ability to connect their
two systems in a single platform that pulls
information from both in a user-friendly interface
that gets the right information to market quickly.
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To maximize both efficiency and ROI on both systems, organizations must look carefully at systems
integration. An API is especially useful here as it automates the integration between platforms, and
allows one platform to initiate tasks in the other. This takes the form of a single portal whereby the
user accesses DAM and PIM information all in one place. Here’s how this works in real life:

Your buying team places a shipment order for a
new product. The spec sheet is automatically fed
into the product information section of the portal.
• They can also start to assess what other core
assets will need to be created in-house for the
purposes
of promotional campaigns.
• The newly created product listing is then placed in
the PIM section of the portal. Imagery direct from
the manufacturer is also added from the DAM,
alongside instructions to your design/photography
team to reformat the imagery according to your
brand guidelines - and to create some
supplemental images.
• The content is then released on the content
adaptation portal, which draws the data from both
the PIM and DAM into one combined UI, to your
markets for them to adapt as needed, now that
they have all of the information that they need to
ensure a great campaign launch.
•

System flags up a number of
product information missing fields.
Buying team member responsible for
the product receives prompt asking
to enter missing information.
Marketing department receives prompt
telling them that the key information
for this new product is available.
They can now work on creating the
product listing for your website.

Easy to use, and ensuring brand compliance at every step of the way, this is the faster, reliable method
of creating localized adapted content that your team has been waiting for.
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Adaptable content: giving your people the tools they need to act with
confidence
The ultimate aim of all this is, of course, the creation of more compelling and relevant marketing
campaigns. So far, with the type of tech stack described above, you are likely to have come a long way in
achieving that aim. That said, there are still a couple of gaps to be filled.
Let’s say you have rightly identified the need to adapt your core campaigns to speak more directly to the
needs of specific audiences in different locations. You have also recognized that the people best placed to
make those adaptations and create those sub-campaigns are your people on the ground: after all, they
know their local markets better than anyone else.

You tell your people that all the information they need can be found in your brand new integrated PIM
and DAM systems. So far, so good. How can they be sure they are using the right assets in the right way?
But don’t forget: a single piece of marketing material might require the use of multiple marketing assets from the latest version of the logo through to the best versions of what could run into hundreds of very
similar-looking images.
Just as important, they have been told to make changes to the content to reflect the specific needs of
their local sub-campaign - but how can they be sure that the changes they are making are “legal” according
to the brand rulebook?
This is where smart-templating from Brandgility can make all the difference. With Brandgility from
Elateral, you can actually transform marketing materials into powerful templates. Thanks to baked-in
design rules, the system presents the perfect assets and product data for whatever it is that they are
creating. What’s more, you stay in full control of what can be changed - and how. This means that it is
practically impossible for your people to go off-message, or use the wrong images or information.

What happens next?
The smart-templating approach to adaptable content is the missing link in your martech stack. It equips
your people to produce brand-compliant, localized content while keeping you in control of brand
standards.
To discover the difference Brandgility can make to your global marketing strategy, speak to Elateral today.
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